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WHY SEARCH?
Search is the most proactive method of unearthing the very best possible candidates, for this highly specialist and critical hire.
Whilst an advertisement will undoubtedly produce a steady flow of candidates, one would have to question if they are the very best possible candidates available in the
market? Or are they quite simply the bottom 5% of company candidates who are actively looking, or the best currently looking on the market for new suitable positions?
No matter where an advertisement is placed it may not always be viewed by the passive candidate market; a thorough search exercise will identify the very best possible
candidates in the market & through engaging on a one-to-one basis with potential candidates will us to screen and interview candidates before presentation to yourselves;
thus saving you time and money interviewing candidates that are quite simply not suitable for the position.

Engaging the BEST talent, NOT just Active job seekers
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RECRUITMENT AGENCY & SEARCH/HEADHUNTERS

80%
Passive & Super
Passive Candidates

The fact that a candidate is not actively seeking a new opportunity
(Passive Candidate) is usually a good indicator that they are being
successful in their present appointment, this does not mean
however that they would not be interest in exploring another
opportunity which would allow them to take their career to a new
level.
In order to attract this type of high-achieving candidate requires a
significant amount of gentle persuasion and the sharing of enough
quality information so that they can make an informed choice to
take a closer look.

20% Semi-active
& actively interested to listen

Part of McBarron
growth plans and the potential for the open appointment to take a

It is worth noting that during discussions with candidates, our team
will also identify potenti
use the opportunity to increase their salary with their existing
employer.
Our role is to act as an ambassador of your business at all
times.
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Why McBarron Wood?
As an independent executive search & advisory firm established in 2006
operating exclusively within the Fintech, Technology & Finance & Wealth
Management markets, we have an unparalleled network of contacts
across the sector, and as a smaller organisation we are able to act far more
quickly than some of the larger firms, which means our delivery times are
far shorter, which results in your time to hire being shorter.
We only work with a small number of clients at any one time, as we place
a huge value on each organisations search which we worth

with. The value which we place on our clients is huge and the only way
that we will retain our client base is by consistently delivering high quality
searches, resulting in the very best candidates time and time again.
The other key thing to note is that throughout the search process, you will
have one point of contact, who will be responsible for personally
interviewing, screening and profiling candidates on your behalf.
In this instance, your single point of contact will be Derek Ludlow.

Derek and MBW worked with my team at Thomson Reuters sourcing candidates for our Risk and
Regulatory business. He always provided high quality candidates having put in the effort to
understand our business and actively seek the types of skills and experience we were looking for. He
does not send spec CV's or multiple candidates for us to review, he does all this on our behalf and
allowing us to focus our efforts on a high quality short list.
HEAD OF RISK & ENTERPRISE
SALES EUROPE. THOMSON REUTERS

McBarron Wood are businessmen who recruit high calibre talent; they completely understand how
investment opportunities work and how to sell and explain these to candidates. They have tenacity,
integrity, highly levels of energy and superb communication. They have worked as a trusted extension
of our business, delivering high quality searches across our senior level exec requirements.
INVESTMENT DIRECTOR
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The Hiring Consultation
Please refer to how to brief an executive search partner document
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MCBARRON WOOD EXECUTIVE SEARCH
HOW TO BRIEF AN EXECUTIVE SEARCH PARTNER

An executive search partnership
is built on collaboration so it’s
important to fully understand
both the client and the brief.
The two main reasons executive search
assignments fail are misinterpretation of
the client brief and miscommunication of
expectations. The key to success is getting this
right at the outset.
Using this briefing template we are able to get
an initial understanding of how our clients

work, their ambitions, their values, what they
expect of their ideal candidate and the type of
candidate behaviours required to prosper and
grow within the organisation.
For the last 22 years our MD, Derek Ludlow
has been adapting and refining our briefing
template based on feedback and successful
placements. Our aim is to capture the right
information, vital to developing the next step
in the executive search process. Our
assignment strategy – an outline of the
identification, attraction and engagement
steps – is critical to finding the right person for
your business.

UNDERSTANDING YOUR
BUSINESS
This information allows the executive search company to really understand your organisation
and create a compelling reason to attract sought candidates.

WHAT IS THE ORGANISATION STRUCTURE OF YOUR
BUSINESS?
Flat or heirarchical structure, board structure, divisions

CURRENT TURNOVER AND PAST PERFORMANCE

WHEN WAS THE BUSINESS ESTABLISHED?
Private, part of larger group, market leader, innovative business etc.

1.1.

2.

MCBARRON WOOD EXECUTIVE SEARCH

HOW TO BRIEF AN EXECUTIVE SEARCH PARTNER

WHAT ARE THE CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES IN YOUR
MARKET FOR YOU?

BRIEF SWOT ANALYSIS

WHAT ARE YOUR CURRENT MARKET CHALLENGES?

DEFINE YOUR COMPANY CULTURE

Are there any challenges to this growth?

How do employees describe your business? Employee satisfaction results, etc.

WHAT ARE YOUR STRATEGIC / GROWTH PLANS FOR
THE NEXT 1 TO 5 YEARS?

Biggest selling points, competitor advantage, investment, innovation & new markets.

YOUR COMPANY MISSION STATEMENT, VISION &
VALUES.
Are these details on your website?

WHO ARE YOUR CUSTOMERS / SUPPLIERS?
Routes to market, B2B, B2C. Why do they trade / partner with you?

AWARENESS OF EMPLOYER BRANDING
What’s your reputation in the market? Why would someone want to work for you? Do you have any
employees who would sing your praises and act as a testimonial?

3.

4.
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HOW TO BRIEF AN EXECUTIVE SEARCH PARTNER

UNDERSTANDING YOUR ROLE
This information ensures the executive search company is identifying and approaching the right
individuals for your role.

HOW HAS THIS ROLE COME ABOUT?
Growth, replacement, strategy, change, succession planning.

WHAT WORK HAS ALREADY BEEN DONE / HOW
LONG HAVE YOU BEEN LOOKING TO FILL THIS ROLE?
Has the position been advertised internally? Are there any internal candidates to assess?

IS THERE A JOB DESCRIPTION AND PERSON
PROFILE FOR THIS ROLE?

5.

6.

MCBARRON WOOD EXECUTIVE SEARCH

REPORTING LINE / DIRECT REPORTS WHO DOES
THIS ROLE REPORT TO?

HOW TO BRIEF AN EXECUTIVE SEARCH PARTNER

WHAT IS THE REQUIRED EDUCATION/PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT BACKGROUND FOR THIS ROLE?

Are there line management responsibilities? Describe the line manager, team members.

WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES / OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE ROLE?

WHAT IS THE REQUIRED SKILL SET & EXPERIENCE
FOR THE ROLE?

WHAT ARE THE EXPECTATIONS OF SUCCESSFUL
CANDIDATES IN THE FIRST 6/12 MONTHS?
How will you measure performance?

7.

DETAILS OF REMUNERATION & PACKAGE
WHAT ARE THE BOUNDARIES FOR THIS PACKAGE?
Any additional company rewards and recognition programmes

CANDIDATE’S SKILLS
desirable?

WHICH INDUSTRY / SECTOR WOULD YOU LIKE
CANDIDATES TO COME FROM?
Just your sector or other aligned sectors

8.
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HOW TO BRIEF AN EXECUTIVE SEARCH PARTNER

AGREEMENT OF THE
EXECUTIVE SEARCH
Setting expectations for both parties is critical to the assignment running without surprises or
delays.

ARE YOU WORKING TO SPECIFIC TIMESCALES?

ARE THERE ANY CONFIDENTIALITY
CONSIDERATIONS?
When do you want your name disclosing to candidates?

HOW OFTEN DO YOU WANT TO BE UPDATED ON
PROGRESS AND VIA WHICH MEDIUM?
e.g. weekly by phone or email

9.

10.

MCBARRON WOOD EXECUTIVE SEARCH

ANY PARTICULAR INFORMATION YOU WOULD LIKE
TO KNOW FROM OUR RESEARCH?

HOW TO BRIEF AN EXECUTIVE SEARCH PARTNER

PROVISION OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

Market perception, customer insights, employer brand, competitor salary surveys etc…

ARE THERE ANY SENSITIVITIES TO BE AWARE OF?
HOW MANY CANDIDATES WOULD YOU LIKE
SHORTLISTED FOR THIS ROLE?

Any individual/ company who shouldn’t be approached

Expectation on number of candidates

WHAT WILL YOUR OWN INTERVIEW PROCESS
INVOLVE? WHO WILL BE INVOLVED?
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE THE SHORTLIST TO BE
PRESENTED?
Face-to-face or phone/email

DO YOU REQUIRE ANY ADDITIONAL PSYCHOMETRIC
PROFILING?
Do you have a preferred tool?

PRESENTATION OF INTERVIEW NOTES
Brief overview or detailed

11.

12.
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HOW TO BRIEF AN EXECUTIVE SEARCH PARTNER

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE US TO FEEDBACK TO
CANDIDATES AFTER INTERVIEW?
something we pride ourselves on here at Collingwood.
Use this template to understand how we begin the initial process of understanding each and every

DO YOU PROVIDE AN ON-BOARDING/ INDUCTION
PROCESS?

13.

client before going out and discovering the very best people.

14.

MCBARRONWOOD
EXECUTIVE SEARCH-EST.2006

The Search Process
OUR ROLE

THE SEARCH PROCESS

YOUR ROLE
Communicate with us regularly, clearly and in a timely
manner throughout the process.

We work closely with you to document the opportunity,
enabling us to attract the specific talent your business or
investment requires.

1 Define the Opportunity

In depth briefing with one of our
Directors.

Using our experience and knowledge, we design the
most appropriate search strategy and fee structure.

2 Propose the Strategy

Agree the terms and conditions.

We mutually agree upon which organisations to target.

3 Define the Search Universe

Our research team will identify the appropriate
individual within each target organisation.

4 Research the Market

Acting as an ambassador for your organisation, we
present the opportunity to the targeted candidates.

Through regular updates and frequent communication
you will get an understanding of the best candidates in
the market.

We conduct a detailed interview with each candidate.

Inpresented.
We co-ordinate interview times as well as
communicating feedback after each stage of the
interview process.

5 Approach the Candidate

6 Discuss the Feedback

7 Interview the Candidates

8 Deliver the Reports

Decide which candidates that you want to take forward to
first interview.

9 Manage the Interview Process

Provide us with your feedback after each stage of the
interview process.

We will ensure that all parties reach mutually beneficial
agreement. We also counsel for potential counter offers.

Present formal offer of employment to selected candidate.
10 Negotiate the Offer

We will facilitate reference checks once the interview
and negotiation process are complete.

We stay close to the candidate during their notice period
and follow up during their initial stages with your
organisation or investment.
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Conduct references in line with your company policy.
1 1 Reference Checks

12 Manage the Transition

